Perturbing the hydrophobic pocket of mandelate racemase to probe phenyl motion during catalysis.
Mandelate racemase (MR, EC 5.1.2.2) from Pseudomonas putida catalyzes the Mg(2+)-dependent 1,1-proton transfer that interconverts the enantiomers of mandelate. Crystal structures of MR reveal that the phenyl group of all ground-state ligands is located within a hydrophobic cavity, remote from the site of proton abstraction. MR forms numerous electrostatic and H-bonding interactions with the alpha-OH and carboxyl groups of the substrate, suggesting that these polar groups may remain relatively fixed in position during catalysis while the phenyl group is free to move between two binding sites [i.e., the R-pocket and the S-pocket for binding the phenyl group of (R)-mandelate and (S)-mandelate, respectively]. We show that MR binds benzilate (K(i) = 0.67 +/- 0.12 mM) and (S)-cyclohexylphenylglycolate (K(i) = 0.50 +/- 0.03 mM) as competitive inhibitors with affinities similar to that which the enzyme exhibits for the substrate. Therefore, the active site can simultaneously accommodate two phenyl groups, consistent with the existence of an R-pocket and an S-pocket. Wild-type MR exhibits a slightly higher affinity for (S)-mandelate [i.e., K(m)(S)(-)(man) < K(m)(R)(-)(man)] but catalyzes the turnover of (R)-mandelate slightly more rapidly (i.e., k(cat)(R)(-->)(S) > k(cat)(S)(-->)(R)). Upon introduction of steric bulk into the S-pocket using site-directed mutagenesis (i.e., the F52W, Y54W, and F52W/Y54W mutants), this catalytic preference is reversed. Although the catalytic efficiency (k(cat)/K(m)) of all the mutants was reduced (11-280-fold), all mutants exhibited a higher affinity for (R)-mandelate than for (S)-mandelate, and higher turnover numbers with (S)-mandelate as the substrate, relative to those with (R)-mandelate. (R)- and (S)-2-hydroxybutyrate are expected to be less sensitive to the additional steric bulk in the S-pocket. Unlike those for mandelate, the relative binding affinities for these substrate analogues are not reversed. These results are consistent with steric obstruction in the S-pocket and support the hypothesis that the phenyl group of the substrate may move between an R-pocket and an S-pocket during racemization. These conclusions were also supported by modeling of the binary complexes of the wild-type and F52W/Y54W enzymes with the substrate analogues (R)- and (S)-atrolactate, and of wild-type MR with bound benzilate using molecular dynamics simulations.